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as an International · 
Auxaiary Language 
_, . 
Report of the General Secretariat 
of the League of Nations 
adopted by 'the Third Assembly. 1922. 
,. Esperanto 
as an Internatio nal 
Auxiliary Language 
REFORT OF THE GENERAL SECRETARIAT TO THE 
THIRD ASSEMBLY, AS AMENDED AND ADOPTED 
BY THE FIFTH COMMITTEE OF THE ASSEMBLY 
ON SEPTEMBER :i:4th, AND BY THE ASSEMBLY ON 
SEPTEMBER zrst, 19z2. 
I 
Since its foundation, the League of Nations .Eras constantly 
received :Petitions in favour ofi the adoption of an auxiliary 
international language, and more p::rrticularly of Esperanto, 
wlrich has spread fo mainy countries and which is taught in 
some of the State schQOls in seve:ral conntries. The Secretariat 
has examined th.ese proposals with great interest ; the.y show 
that in scien.tifi.c,_ commercial, philanthropic, tourist and, even 
more., in working-d~ss circles. the.re is a feeling that it is 
urgently necessary to escape from. the linguistic complications 
which impOO.e intet:national relations and particularly direct 
relations between peoples. 
During the first two Assemblies, delegates from Bra:iril~ Bel-
gium, Chile, China, Cqlomhia, CzechQSMakia, Haiti, Italy, 
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Japan, India, Persia, Poland, Roumania and South Africa 
brought forward resolutions suggesting that the League of 
Nations should recommend the universal teaching of Esperanto 
in schools as an auxiliary international language. 
The Second Committee- of the First Assembly adopted the 
following conclusions : 
"The Committee agreed with the signatories in recognis-
ing the serious linguistic difficulties which impede direct 
relations between the peoples; and in desiring that an 
international language should be taught in all the schools--
a simple and easy language which the children would learn 
side by side with their mother-tongue, and which would 
serve the future generations as a practical means of inter-
national communication. The Committee considered, 
however, that it would be desirable to begin by under- . 
taking an enquiry on the basis of existing · facts. The 
Committee was interested to learn that the World ·Congress 
of International Associations which met at Brussels in 
September last had succeeded in securing the unanimity of 
the partisans of an international language for the teaching 
of Esperanfo, and that it had recommended to all those 
interested in the matter to concentrate on Esperanto in 
order to hasten a practical solution of the question. It has 
also learned from the representatives of Persia and of China 
to the League of •Nations that a widespread popular move-
ment is beginning to take shape in Asia with the same 
object in view, while several other States Members of the 
League, such as Brazil and Czechoslovakia. have already 
introduced the teaching of Esperanto in the Government 
schools. The same applies to viarious munidpalities in 
England and Italy. 
"Finally, the Committee was informed that this auxiliary 
international language has been employed with success in 
several considerable universal congresses, where the speak-
ers of all countries were able to understand each other 
easily, and where the debates were carried on throughout 
in one and the same lang uage, all the speakers being placed 
on a footing of most complete equality. 
"The Committee, however, thought that the Assembly 
should not undertake responsibilities beyond its compe-
tence, and that it would be necessary to suppress a para-
graph in the proposal which had been submitted to it and 
to change it into a simple Recommendation, indicating to 
the Secretariat the desirability of proceeding to an enquiry 
in order that the next Assembly might be informed as to 














"The following is the text of the Recommendation which 
the Committee proposes to submit to a majority vote : 
" The League of Nations, well aware of the language 
difficulties that prevent a direct intercourse between 
the peoples and of the urgent need of finding some 
practical means to remove this obstacle and help the 
good understanding of nations., 
·«Follows with interest the experiments of official 
teaching of the international language Esperanto in 
the public schools. of some Members of the League, and 
" Recommends to the Secretary-General to prepare. 
for the next Assembly, a report on the results reached 
in this respect." 
The First Assembly considered that it was premature to open 
a discussion on this subject, and it was the Second Assembly 
which took up these conclusions, instructed the Secretariat to 
undertake the suggested enquily, and decided to put the ques-
tion of the teaching of Espera.nto in sChools on the agenda of 
the Third Assembly. 
The conclusions of the Second Assembly were as follows : 
"The Committee is of opinion that this question, in which 
an ever-increasing number of States are interested, should 
be attentively studied before it can be dealt with by the 
Assembly. The question was referred to a Committee last 
year and a short report was submitted, recommending that 
the Secretariat of the League should investigate the experi-
ments alread\- made and ascertain the actual results 
attained. " 
"The Committee proposes that the question should be 
placed on the agenda of the next Assembly and that the 
Secretariat of the League should in the meantime prepare 
a complete report, accompanied by the necessary documen-
tation, on the lines indicated in the draft resolution . 
"In accordance with the wishes of the signatories, the 
report of the Second Committee dated December 17th, 1920, 
and the report of the Under Secretary-Gener.al upon his mis-
sion to the Cofrgress at Prague. will be transmitted to the 
:Members of the League in due course." 
(Resolut ion adopted on September 15th, 192r.) 
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To carry out the work entrusted to it, the Secretariat sent 
questionnaires to all the States Members of t'he League of 
Nations and to the competent organisations, .and also offered the 
use of its offices at Geuecrn for .an• Internatwna.l Conference on 
the Teachino- of Esperanto in Schools, at which the Govern-
ments of si;teen States were officially repre~ented as ":'el~ as 
municipal and school authorities and educatlona~ associ~hons 
of 28 countries. This technical Con.ference, which was con-
vened in a scientific and impartial spirit by the School of Edu-
cati-0nal Science (Institut J. ]. Rousseau at Ge.neva), ~as 
furnished the Secretariat '"ith a great _part of the mformat10n 
on teaching \1rhlch has been collected. 
In addition to the replies to the questionnaires as to experi-
ments that have been made and results obtained by teaching 
Esperanto in schools, the Secretariat has re<;eived a further 
number of documents and proposals concern1;11g the ~ene.ral 
problem of an international language .. Influential Scandmavian 
associations have proposed that English shou~d be ad?pted ~s 
the world-wide auxiliary language. In, certam American cir-
des a revfral of Latin was suggested. vVe have al~o had 
schemes laid before us for new languages such as Occidental, 
P.arlamento and ::\eo-Latina, and attempts to reform Esperanto, 
such as Ido and Esperantide. The Secretariat has sometimes 
been asked to set up a sort of linguistic tribunal to iydge the 
respective merits of the languages proposed. These documents 
have been examined with the utmost care. and an endeavour 
has been made to collect information on all sides of the ques-
tion. 
· 'lfhe followino- remarks may be of some interest to the As-
sembly ; it is ;bvious that the probl7m. of an inte;national lan-
guage is both a practical and a linguistic -one. It is n~t. enough 
to .decide on the best possible language (on the supposition that 
a u:niyersally accepted principle can be fou·nd). We must ~ot 
only discover a language which is universally acce~te~ as satis-
fying certain requirements ; we must also see that i.t is adopted 
and taught. Experience, the prestige already acquired and .the 
resources in books and teaching staff must be taken mto 
account. The Governments caunot be asked to launch out on 
au entirely theoretical adventure. 
From this point of view, it is evident that some of the lan• 
guages proposed, such as English and Latin, have gr~t a~v~n­
ta:o-es but their drawbacks are obvious. French, which 1s an 
ad~i;able literary language a:nd which plaY:s a leadi~g part. in 
diplomatic relations in Europe, has also claims to ~ruvei;sahty. 
These two diplomatic languages French and. Engh&~ will cer-
tainly continue to play an important part 1n the rntercourse 
between intellectual circles. Spanish, again, which is the offi-
cial 'la-nguage of 22 States in Europe and America, is daily 
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increasing in prestige. It would touch on too delicate a ques-
tion to attempt to establish the supremacy of one national 
tongue over all others. 
Latin has at least the advantage of being a neutral language 
from a political if not from a religious point of view, but it is 
difficult to learn, and is therefore not very accessible to the 
masses ; its vocabulary, too, has long ceased to meet the needs 
of modern life. To restore its practical role as an international 
language, in which it was formerly so useful, it .w<;>uld be 
necessary arbitrarily to revise its vocabulary and to simplify 
its grammar•. Many admirers of the langriage of Cicero would 
prefer in that case that an artificial language should be chosen 
and classical Latin be left untouched. 
An artificial language lacks the prestige conferred by centuries 
of long historical and literary tradition, but at the same time 
the whole of its vocabulary can be borrowed from existing lan-
guages and can benefit from that tradition. On the other hand, 
it may be infinitely easier to Jeam than a national language 
whose grammar is full of irregularities. In course of time it 
may become flexible and · gradually acquire new words and 
phrases, 'particularly if talented -writers and orators use it, but 
it ca-n never be more than a secondary language, limited to 
exceptional relations between persons of different nations ; it 
will therefore be of a practical and conventional nature and 
could 1lot compete with languages which have an historical 
fradition2 • ' 
The progress of linguistic science has brought about a more 
or less uniform conception of what is. required in an inter-
national language. All the later systems devised since and 
including Esperanto are very much alike and are based on the 
same principles : a vocabulary drawn from the elements 
common to the modem languages of Europe and America, a 
grammar reduced to a minimum, the Latin alphabet and sim-
plified spelling. The differences between the later systems are 
so small that many, like Ido and Esperantide, are i·eally only 
modifications of Esperanto3 • 
1 !Professor Peano has published .a remarkable study -of Latino sine 
/lexione, 
2 Hindustani plays such a part ·as a practical auxiliary J,anguage in 
India. 




« Por un horn vermen civilisat, un filosof, o un jurist, li conossentie 
del latin es desirabil, ma un lingue internationa es util por Ii mode~~ 
comunication de un land al altri. • 
( Continu.ed overleaf: J 
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It would be rash to deli\'er a judgment as to the actual impor-
tance of these differences, which are relatiYely slight. They are 
explained by a simple difference in the point of view ; in some 
systems, like Occidental or Ido, great importance is attached to 
the effect produced by written texts on an inexperienced Wes-
tern reader ; in others, like Esperanto, the aim is to attain the 
maximum of simplicity for all peoples, taking a.lso into account 
the difficulties of Orientals. Esperantide a'lld Occidental are 
more recent than Ido, which their authors criticised "for being 
a backward step rather than a progress upon Esperanto, the 
grammar of which it made more complicated". 
The difficulty is that, although linguists agree upon the ma111 
principles, they disagree - sometimes vehemently - upon 
details of application which appear to them perhaps more 
important in theory than they are in practice'. 
A study of the history of the proposed reforms such as !do 
and Esperantide. \Yhich are in many points contradictory, leads 
to a fear that if a new committee of theorists met to-<lay, such 
as the committee which proposed Ido in 1907, it would propose 
further modifications which in their turn would be criticised at 
the end of a fe\\" years and so on indefinitely. It is to the 
interest of the world to haYe one auxiliary language, not two or 
three, and, from a practical point of yiew, there is less risk in 
taking one of ,,·hich some experience has been gained and 
which has already attained some tra,dition and a guarantee of 
lasting unity. 
An eminent body like the British Association of Sciences, 
'after haying examine{l different proposals and rejected Latin, 
came to the conclusion that Esperanto and Ido were both 
suitable (from a linguistic point of view) and that they were 
Espera111idc. 
« Por homo yere dvilizita, juristo or filozofo, la kono de la lingua 
latina estas dezirinda, sed lingua internacia m:Jas por la moderna 
interrilato dey una popolo al alia. • 
!do. 
• Por homo• ' 'ere civilizita , filozofo od yuristo, la konoco dil Latina 
esas dezi.rinda, ma lingua iiiterua.cioua esas util a por la komunikado 
moderna de un laudo al altra. » 
Es·pemnto. 
• Por homo •vere civilizita, filozofo att juristo, la kono de la latin ., 
Jingvo estas dezhebla, sed internacia lingvo estas utila por moderna iuter-
komunikado de lando al <tlia.» 
' For example, it is not a vital matter to the world whether nouns 
forrq their plural in es, in on, in oy or in i as long as the common 
international vocabulary (mostly Anglo-Latin) is practically the same. 
11-
not prepared to choose between the two. Other organisations, 
such as the Paris Chamber of Commerce and the Finnish 
Parliament, found th.at 10.o was an unnecessary complication 
a'Ild pronounced definitely for Esperanto. The World Congress 
of International Associations, which met a Brussels in 1920, 
i·ecommended all those who advocated an international lan-
guage to concentrate on Esperanto'. 
It seems certain that there may be more than one suitable 
form of language and that it would be rash to claim that any 
indi--Gidual one is incontestably superior to all the others on all 
points. This is often a question of the social or geographical 
point of view rather than of scientific judgment, and what seems 
a defect in the eyes of one is often an advantage in the eyes 
of another. • 
The Secretariat has Leen instructed to study the question 
specially from a practical point of view, basi·ng its enquiries 
. on facts and more particulMly on the teaching of Esperanto 
in schools. Esperanto is certain.ly the most widely scpoken arti-
ficial language in universal congresses and i·ni gatherings of all 
kinds, in travelling, in international offices, and even in the 
theatre. This makes it a living language - a characteri~tic 
not possessed by any of the systems which are only written 
and not spoken. It has become possible to express feelings in it. 
After 35 yea~s, the language has begun to attain a style. There 
are some wnters and speakers who really use it with force and 
elega11ce. Its sonorous qualities remind one of the Romance 
languages of the South due to the fact that the accent rests on 
the penultimate syllable and that the endimgs are vowels. 
From the point of view of material, Esperanto possesses a 
library of about 4,000 printed works, both translated and ori-
ginal. There are reviews and publications of all kinds text-
books an~ dict_ionaries in almost all languages, and a ;taff of 
teachers Ill quite a large number of countries. What it still 
1~cks is technical :vocabularies for several important sciences. 
1 here already exist Esperanto vocabularies for chemistry. 
pharmaceutics, mech~'D.ics, navigation and ·botany, but there 
are not any .for electnc1ty, physics and geology. The Esperanto 
!'-cademy should have these vocabularies prepared at once. 
fhe lack of financial resources seems to have been the chief 
-cause of this delay. -
In the spo~en language, Espera111to has hitherto been very 
chary of creatt.ng new words because it was feared that it might 
become complicated, but the authors a["e gradually addi·ng to 
1 The French and Italian Associations of Sciences pronounced for 
Esperanto. 
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the v~cabulary, and the Academy is registering roots which 
come into general use. All the work undertaken even outside 
Esperanto and even by its critics, could perhap~ be used for 
the furt~1er dev~lopment of the language. Work Hke that of 
Peano (mternattonal vocabulary), de Saussure (Esperantide) 
and L. de Beaufront (Ido) can render great assistance to the 




ESPERANTO IN PUBLIC EDUCATION 
Dr. Zamenhof (whose pseudonym was Dr.. Esperanto), 
published his first text-books in Warsaw in 1887. He was born 
in 1859 and died in 1917. He strove throughout his life to 
accomplish a dream of hjs c'Jildhood : to reconcile the nations 
by enabling them to understand one another. Language for 
him was not an end'"' in itself but an instrument of humain 
concord. 
When taking part in the Thirteenth Universal Esperanto 
Congress at Prague, where 2,500 representatives from all coun-
tries in the world were gathered together. the Under-Secretary-
General of the League of Nations was struck by the high aims 
and the spirit of enthusiasm for i.nternational co-operation 
which animated the assembly. He pointed out in ills report 
that the development of the language and its vitality owe 
much to the powerful spiritual impetus given to the movement 
and to Esperanto literature by Dr. Zamenhof. It is in the 
countries of Eastern and Northern Europe that the language 
found its first thousands of students, who banded themselves 
together under the regis of the Review "Lingvo Internacia" 
founded at Upsala in Sweden. 
Since the universal exhibition in Paris in 1900, the movement 
made rapid progress in France, where it received a warm wel-
come in the university \vorld. From that time onwards, it was 
France who worked to make Esperanto known abroad and who 
aroused the interest of foreign official institutions. 
The principal leaders of the Esperanto movement before the 
war were almost all French university men. The rector of a 
French university was President of the Esperanto Academy, 
and a member of the Institut de France was at the head of the 
Congress Committee. . ,, 
In 1905, the Government of the French Republic awarded the 
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Leo·ion of Honour to Dr. Zamenhof, and "the first Universal 
Esperanto Congress was held in France. The Tenth Congress 
was to take place at Paris on August 1st, 1914, and 4,000 repre-
sentatives were to take part in it. The war put a stop to this 
development. 
The world disaster, however, ?Vhich brought whole nations 
face to face. made more tragically evident the need for an inter-
national language in the work of the Red Cross, relief work 
among the wounded, the prison camps and the intercourse bet-
ween allied armies. The French Under-Secretary of State for 
the Army Medical Service made arrangements, in an official 
circular dated May 20th, 1916, for the distribution of Esperanto 
Red Cross manuals to the staff of the Army Medical Corps. In 
the great internment camps in Siberia, thousands of men of all 
nationalities learned Esperanto in order to get acquainted with 
each other and with their Japanese guards. Facts such as 
these induced the Tenth International Red Cross Conference, 
>lihich was convened after the war, to recommend the general 
study of Esperanto "a~ one of the most powerful means of 
obtaining international understanding and co-operation in the 
realisation of the humane ideal of the Red Cross". 
Before the war, Esperanto was chiefly taught to adults by 
priyate associations or in evening courses. 1,574 associations 
were registered in 24 countries. At the same time, optional 
instruction in the international language had been inaugurated 
in the primary schools of Lille and at the Lycee de St.-Omer, 
in France. In 1916, the educational authorities of Eccles, near 
_ Manchester. in England; with the consent of the Ministry of 
Education, organised in one of their schools the first experi-
ment in the compulsory teaching of Esperanto. 
It was seen that the maximum utility hoped for would only 
be realised when the international la11guage was taught as a 
second language to all school-children throughout the world. 
The example given was soon followed by other municipalities in 
England and by the Ministries of other States. 
To-day, Esperanto is taught in certain of the primary or 
secondary shools of. about 320 towns in 17 different countries, 
and in evening classes in about 1,200 towns scattered throughout 
39 countries of the five continents. The following are the coun-
tries in which an official decision has been taken by the State 
or by important local authorities. 
In Albania, the Cabinet has just decided to make Esperanto 
a compulsory subject in secondary and higher education (Decree 
N° 475, June 3rd, 1922). 
In Bulgaria, Parliament has placed it on the curriculum by 
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]egal enactment (Article 143 of th: Educat~on Act pa;;s~d in 
1921). The tyichiI?-g of it as an optional subJec~ began m 1921-
1922, in 25 secondary State schools. 1:he official reports men-
·tion 30 classes, 25 teachers, and 784 pupils of both sexes. Espe-
ranto is taught in training courses for secondary sch~l teachers. 
:in the Sofia Military School, in the Home for the Bhnd of S~fia 
-and in public evening classes in. . 19 towns. The Bulganau 
Esperanto Association has branches m 25 to~ns and the Leag~e 
of Youth in six districts. The movement is under the patro-
·nao-e of the. Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Red Cross, 
th; Society of Literary Men, the Associati_ons of Tourists, the 
Teachers Society and a certain. number of the Professors o~ S?fia 
University. Thirteen Esperanto text-books and fo~r diction-
aries have been published in Bulgarian, and 45,000 copies of these 
books have been sold. 
The Government subsidised the Fourth National Esperanto 
Cono-ress which was held under the patronage of the Ministry 
of Education. Esperanto has been used in the organisation of 
>11umerous gatherings and meetings between Bulgarian, Seroian 
and Roumanian Associations. It was in Esperanto that a 
·representative of the Chambe! of Commerce ~f L~s Angeles, 
M. Parish, lectured in Bulgarian towns on California. 
In Brazil where severa,1 ministries have encouraged the 
spread of Esperanto, that language has .been taught since 19~0 
as an optional subject in. primary and second~ry schools _of _Rio 
de Jaineiro. The Act of October 31st, 1918, ii:troduced it mto 
the training college and into the secondary schools_ of the Sta~e 
.of Sergipe, and the Decree of January nth, 1919,_ i~troduced it 
into the primary and technical schools and trammg colleges 
within the Federal District. 
In October 1921, the Esperanto League of Brazil was recog-
nised as being of public utility by the two Houses of the Fed-
eral Parliament. A Ministerial Decree of March roth, 19r5, 
recognises Esperanto in the telegraphic seryice, and a min_isterial 
circular of February 4th 1922, orders all the post-office directors 
to send in the names of' officials knowing Esperanto. We have 
received at the Secretariat of the League of Nations a petition 
in su.pport of Esperanto sig;ned by 225 eminent representath-es 
of Brazil - a former President of the Republic, Ministers, Sena-
.tors. Members of the Federal Parliament, members of literary, 
scientific and medical academies, heads of faculties, university 
professors, the Director of the Polytechnic School, the Presi-
dents of the Geographical and Medical Societies and of the 
Federation of Chambers of Commerce, well-known authors and 
Jiterary men. 
In .Belgiu•m, where the King was the patron of the Tenth 
2 
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Universal Esperattto Congress in l9II and where the heir to the 
throne is the Patron: of the Esperanto .L~a.gue, that lan¥uage 
}fas been introduced into the fourth divis.i~n of the pnma1y 
schools of Verviers by decision of the Mtmicipal Co:incil. .The 
i\1urticipa1ity of St.-Gilles, Brussels, has taught it o.fficia1ly 
since 19II by means of an annual coutse open to pup~ls. o''.er 
16 years of age. The municipality of Antwerp teaches it m its 
contibuation classes since 1921. 
In Cliina, a Ministerial Decree elated l9II introduced :i:;:spe-
ranto into the curriculum of the training colleges. The national 
Ec1ucatiorla1 Conference in 1921 retolnmended a wider ai:plica-
tion of the decree and the introduction of Esper~nto m. all 
sectJndary schools. Esperanto is also taught at Pekmg Um~·er­
sity and in the technical scho.ol~ of Hankow, ~anton, Pekmg. 
Shanghai, Hangcl10w. The Mimstry of Education sent an offi-
cial delegate to the International Conference at Geneva on 
Esperanto in Schools. 
!-Ii Spain, the 5o\·ereign, H. M. King Alfonso, takes a perso'.1al 
interest in the development of Esperanto. In 1909, the Spamsh 
Government sent an invitation through diplomatic ch&nnels to 
all European States to send official represent~tives to the Sixth 
Universal Conference at Batcelona, and the King conferred upon 
. Dr. iamenhof the honour of Commander of the Order of Isa-
bella. A Ministerial Decree of July 27tli, 19n, recognised E~pe­
iatlto as an optional subject in higher and seeondary instruction 
and the knowledO'e of Esperanto as a special merit for candidates 
to offkia1 posts. "' It has been taught in the trairting colleges at 
i\Iadtid, Zaragossa, and Hrtesca since 1919. 
In Madrid. the Police Authorities have Esperanto taught in 
the Po1ice School, as is done in Brunswick, Dresden, Edin-
buto-h and tlsbon where the police sergeants ate trained to help· 
forei!Tllers in the ~trl'!ets. Cburses are given by associations and 
popular universities in 31 towns, ancl the latlguage i~ tattght as 
ah bptional subject iii Valencia at ~he Scho?l of Music? the Ar::s 
anti Crafts School arld the University (Insbtrtto de Idrnmas), m 
Barcelona at the Urtiversity, in two setondaty schools and in 
religious schools. 
Several reviews are published in Esperanto in Spain, and the 
King gave his patronage to the Second Iberian Esperanto 
Congress, held at Zaragossa in 1921. In the same yeai; the 
Spanish Esperantists entertained in several towns parties of 
starving Austrian children who had lea.rhed Esperanto for the 
journey and who were distributed among different families. 
Thirty-six Esperanto text-books and nine dictionaries have been 
published in Spanish and fi-:e textbooks and two dictionaries 
in Catalan. 
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In Finland, two long debat~ were held in Pa.!liament on ~h~ 
question of an international language. Cr~hts hay~ twi~e 
been voted for promoting the public teachiug of Esperan~o m 
Finland. A proposal also to subsidise Ido was r~jected on t~e 
ground that unity and not divergence was to be encow;aged ~n 
this matter. 
'f.he Ministerial Decree of 1919 authorises the optional teach-
ing of Esperanto in schools where the a~thorities m?y desire 
it. lnstruction in &p~anto ha,s been mtrocluced mto fo:ir 
prima1y schools, nine secondary schools an;d tw:o commercial 
schools at Helsingfors, Ta.t\lpere, Rauma, M1kl•eh, Turku., etc. 
A co\l,rse is given a.t Het~\ngfors U1;1ivers\ty for the trainin¥" of 
teachers. . Esperanto is also ta.u,gl}t a~ the Home for the Bhnd, 
in several Evangelical sch,ools, in the (,':Ontinuation classes of six 
towl;l,s a:ud in the workers' university in ~5 cUstricts. There are 
36 loc<il sodeti.es for the study of Esperauto, ten of wb.ich are 
subsidised by the Government. Ten text-books 1J,nd four 
d~ctionaries b.ave b~ ~llblish.ed ~n Finnish (lo7,ooo copies). 
The Finnish Miin.istry of Education was represented at the 
Geneva Conference. 
In France, according to a circular elated J11ne 3rd, 1922, the 
teachi\1g of Esperanto is not a.llowcd in s.ch,ools under the 
Ministry of Educat~on. A bill was laid beio•e the Cha!I\1:>er in 
1907 by 66 C\eput~es, but it has not yet been ~iscussed. A 
petition was presented in 1921 by 25 meml;>ers of the :French 
Academy of Science asking that :i:;speranto sh,ould be ta'Ught in 
techniqtl schools. The Paris Chamber of Commerce appointed 
a Committee in 1920 to examine the problem and unanimously 
adopte4 its conclusions on February 9th, l92I (See Annex 2). 
As a result Esperanto has been taught since 1921-22 at the 
High School 1of Practical Commerce and Industry and in the 
commercial schools at Paris, and will be taught from 1922-23 
onwards at the ''Ecole des Hautes etudes commerciales". Asso-
ciation co_urses are held in 55 towns, and eight Esperanto 
dictionaries and 38 text-books have been published in French. 
of which the four moat widely known have been printed to the 
extent of 450,000, 39,000, 40,000 and 25,000 copJes respectively. 
The Esperanto move11,1ent has received encouragement :from 
the French Touring Club, the French Society for the Advan-
cement of S~ience, ·the French l\{arithµe Leagu.e ;:ind numerous 
Chambers -of Commerce; it has been supported by writers such 
as Trista11 Bernard, Frall<;ois Coppee, Leon Frapie, Victor Mar-
gueritte, Georges Ohnet; by statesmen such as Chaumet. Des-
.champs, Justin Godard, Sembat, Steeg (farmer Ministers), 
Uerriot, Mayor of Lyous, P.ainleve (former ~ime Minister); 
by 25 Members of the Aca<let\ly of Science, sueh as Pr<>fesrnr 
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d' Arson val, Prince Roland Bonaparte, General Bourgeois the 
Prince of Monaco, Professor ·Charles Richet. Dr. Roux, G~neral 
Sebert and by well-known aviators and business men such as 
Farman, Quinton, Archdeacon, Michelin, etc. The important 
part played by France in the progress of Esperanto and two 
instances of official support in 1905 and 1916 have already been 
mentioned on .page 5. 
In Great Britain, where the Thirteenth National Esperanto 
Congress was held under the patronage of the Duke of Con-
naught and the Lord tiliayor of London, Esperanto is taught as 
a compulsory subject in 13 primary schools af Barry, Bedworth. 
Coatbridge, Eccles, Huddersfield, Keighley, Leeds; Leigh 
Liverpool, Rosyth, Stroud, Tottenham and Worcester and i1~ , 
four secondary schools of .Bishop Auckland, Bournemouth, 
Burntisland and Kilsyth. and as an optional subject in the 
continuation courses in 20 towns. There are unofficial evening 
classes in schools in 100 towns. Esperanto is also taught in the 
labour colleges in :Manchester, Edinburgh and Glasgow and in 
the Home for the Blind in Birmfogham and Edinburgh. 
The London Chamber of Commerce holds examinations and 
grants diplomas in Esperanto. 
According to the very full report which the British Minister 
of Education has furnished to the Secretariat of the League of 
Kations, authority to introduce Esperanto into the curriculum 
as an experiment was asked for by a few municipal education 
authorities, and this was granted. 
The Commission on Modern Lamguages appointed by the 
Prime Minister in 1918 emphasised the advantages of a·n arti-
ficial international language, the stability of which might be 
secure~ lby an international agreement. The teaching of Espe-
ranto m the secondary school at Bishop Auckland, which is a 
school su~sidised by the Ministry of Education, was authorized 
by the Mmistry as an experiment in training for the study of • 
ioreign languages. 
Twenty-seven Esperanto text-books and eight diction::iries 
have been published in English, and 661,000 copies have been 
sold. There .:have appeared in Great Britain 124 works in Espe-
ranto, including six original movels, the New Testamen't, the 
Bible, a Psalter, and 40 translations of English works. The 
number of adults who have learned Esperanto is estimated 
at 50,000. 
A petition ~o the League of Nations was signed b:y 1,250 
persons of eminence members of both Houses of Parliament 
lor~s a?d ladies, judges, lord mayors, lord provosts, mayors: 
untverstty professors, etc. Esperanto has received public 
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encourao-ement in England from such men a;; Lord 13ryce, Sir 
\Yilliam0 Ramsay, Loi;d Robert Cecil, Sir Robert Baden-Powel, 
Sir William Maxwell, Lord Shaw of Dunfermline, Arthur Hen-
derson, H. G. \.\-ens, Israel Zangwill, etc. 
In Italy, Esperanto is taught optionally in six ~a:ral colleges 
as the result of a .circular from the Naval M1111stry dated 
November 21st, 192r. 
The Municipalities of Milan, Bologna, and Cremona have 
introduced it as an optional subject in their primary schools 
and the Municipality of Cologna-Veneta in its technical school. 
At Milan, the teaching of Esperanto began in 1920, and the 
Municipal Counc il has definitely decided to maintain it, since 
two-thirds of the parents desire to have their children taught 
that language. There \Yere in 1921-1922, 54 classes with 2,000 
pupils in the fifth and sixth divisions (IO to 12 years of age). 
At Boloo-na, in 1921-1922, teaching began in four classes with 
200 pupils: and at Cremona in the same year in IO classes with 
225 pupils of the same age as at Milan. 
In evening classes and popular unive~sities in ~taly there 
have . been 350 courses of Esperanto dunng the wmter 1921-
1922. Eighteen Esperanto text-books and five dictionaries 
have .been published in Italian, and 13,697 persons have learned 
Esperanto in public classes. It is estimated that there are only 
300 qualified professors and teachers, whereas at least l,OOO 
would be required to meet present needs . The Ministries of 
the Navy and of Education were represented at the Geneva 
Conference. The question was raised in Parliament on June 
3rd, and On. de Giovani asked the Government to promote an 
international conference or agreement to introduce Esperanto 
as a compulsory subject in schools everywhere. 
In Japan, two petitions signed by eminent university 
professors and diplomatists recommending the introduction of 
Esperanto in the educational curriculum have been considered 
by Parliament, which granted the second petition and 
recommended the Ministry of Public Instruction to take the 
111ecessary measures to that effect. 
Urp to now, Esperanto has been taught in the college of 
Seikei near Tokyo, at the high school · for teachers at 
Hirosbama, at the High School of Yokosuka; and in association 
courses, in about forty towns. There are grou·ps of Esperanto 
students in six national colleges, two public middle-schools, 
two higher commercial schools, one elementary commercial 
school, two technical schools, four government universities, 
eleven private universities and three private middle-schooli. 
--
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Among well-known Esperantists may be mentioned Mr. Kroita, 
Professo,r of Literature at the Imperial University in Tokyo, 
and Mr. Nakamoura, Director of the Central Meteorological 
Observatory. Baron Goto, Mayor of Tokyo and former Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, is a patron of the movement. 
The Finnish Minister in Japan, M. Ramstedt, uses Esperanto 
to lecture on his country in the principal towns of the Empire. 
Several reviews are published in Esperanto in Japan, and :five 
Esperanto text-books and two dictionaries have appeared in 
Japanese. 
In the Netherlands, the new Education Act authorises the 
optional teaching of supplementary subjects. By virtue of this 
enactment, Esperanto is taught in a seventh class of the pri-
mary schools at Haarlem, in a sixth at De Ryp and in a seventh 
at Ootmarsum. If is also taught at the Home for the Blind at 
Grave! and in 32 private schools in the southern provinces, 
sometimes as a compulsory subject. The majority of these 
schools are Catholic boarding schools. . 
The Municipality of The Hague provides for instruction in 
~speranto in its eYening classes, as also. the Popular Uni \·er-
sibes at Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Courses are held at com-
mercial associations or institutes in ninety-five to\\-ns, and 
the Dutch Esperanto Association has awarded diplomas to 
nS teach~rs. The representative of the Netherlands Ministry 
of Education at the Conference on Esperanto in Schools stated 
that the number of qualified teachers was 250. 
The Postal and Telegraph Department a1lows a notice to be 
placed on the ,counters, at which there is a clerk who can speak 
Esperanto, and the Tramway Company at The Hague grants a 
bonus to those of its employees who learn that language. 
Twenty-nine Esperanto text-books and :five dictionaries haye 
been issued in Dutch by different publishers. 
In Portugal, the very interesting report forwarded to us by 
the Go_vernment of that Republic shows that the Ministry of 
Education, on. the recommendation of the Director-General of 
Higher Education, has established an official Esperanto exami-
nation .committee. Since 19I7, the 'Ministries of War and Navy 
authonse icandidates who have obtained the Esperanto diploma 
to wear a special badge on their uniform. A ministerial decree 
has introduced th0e teaching of Esperanto in the Ferreira-Boro-es 
School and in the Police School at Lisbon. · "' 
Esperanto was recognised as the official lano-uao-e at the 
Lisb~n ~xhibition side by side with the natio~l "'language, 
and it is taught at the Commercial Athenreum, at the Free 
' 
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University, at the Association of Primary Schou! Teachers, at 
the Geographical Society and in almost all workers' clubs in 
Lisbon. 
The Government report states that pupils learn the language 
very quickly, and are generally able to read, write and speak 
it sufficiently weill to make themseh·es understood after twenty-
four lessons. 
Eleven Esperanto text-books and four dictionaries have been· 
published in Portuguese. 
In Sw itzerland, no central educational authority exists; every 
Canton is autonomous in this respect. In 1921-1922, the Board 
of Education in the Republic and Canton of Geneva introduced 
compulsory instructfon in Esperanto as an exper.iment in the 
:final-year of the primary schools. There are thirt~ classes 
with four hunched pupils of both sexes (from thirteen to 
fourteen years of age) . 
·Esperanto is taught in a social school for wo~en .at Geµeva, 
in a seminary at Zug, in a private school at Zunch. ma.college 
at Sch1vytz, and in e\'ening classes held Qy commercial and 
other associations in nineteen towns. 
In Czechoslovakia, a Ministerial Decree of March 29th, 1921, 
authorises the optional teaching of Esperanto in . the schools 
where qualified teachers exist. The local _education~ ~utho­
rities have received orders to make suggestions, submitting at 
the same time details of the proposed curriculum and of the 
qualifications of the teaching staff available. In 1.919, :920, and 
1921, instruction in Esperanto had already been given in fifteen 
primary schools to 450 pupil~, in three secondary s~hools to 
325 pupils, and in a profess10nal school to 40 pupils. The 
Ministry has approveq.. two official text-book~ in Czech and in 
Gennan, and it has appointed three exanuners (two CzeC'h-
speaking and one German-speaking). Fifteen other Esperanto 
text-books and six dictionaries have been publisheu in the 
Czech language. The curriculum of the commercial schools 
\Yhich appeared in the Ministerial Bulletin of May 15th, 1921, 
includes two hours of Esperanto a week. As an expei;iment, 
the Ministry also authorised 011 September 15th, 1921, the 
optional teaching of Ido in the commercial schools "if a 
qualified teacher was availa!ble and if the pupils preferred to 
lean1 that language", but no names were entered and 
consequently no course was held except at Horice in one school. 
Esperanto is now taught officially in the commercial schools of 
Brunn Beroun, Horice, Liberec, Pilsen and Zatec, the number 
of students in each dass varying from 21 to 54. 
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ha,s been nationalised ; three State officials are entrusted with 
its maintenance. 
Thirty-two Esperanto text-books and ten dictionaries haw 
appeared in Russian. Translations have been published in 
Esperanto of the chief works of Tchekow, Garschin, Gogol, 
Gorki, Krilow. Lermontov,. Pushkin, Tolstoy, Turguenev, and 
original works of the poets Dewjat11in, George Deshkin and 
Romano Frenkell. In the Siberian Republic, at Tchita, an art 
· review is published in Esperanto. 
In Siberia, on the recommendation of twenty-eight members 
of Parliament, a member of the Government, several writers 
and scholars, and the President of the Union of Trnnsbaikalian 
Teachers, the Government of the Republic of the Far East 
uecided to introduce the optional teaching of Esperanto in the 
schools, and with that object in view, sent a circular, dated 
February 17th, 1922, to all the _local Commissariats of Public 
Education and to the Central Educational Administration of the 
Transport Ministry. 
* * *· 
In 1910, the Goyernment of Sanios, in the lEgean, introduced 
the teaching of Esperanto in the primary schools of the island 
by a Decree dated November 20th, 1910. The Senate of the 
State of Maryland in the United States introduced th~s subject 
into the educational curriculum. In the same year, at the Sixth 
Universal Esperanto Congress at Washington, presided over by 
Mr. John Barrett, "Director of the International Bureau of the 
American Republics, the Governments of Brazil, Equador, 
United States, Guatemala, China, Spain, Honduras, Costa Rica, 
Mexifo, Persia, Russia and Uruguay se.nt official representa-
tives. 
Since 1918, the New York Chamber of Commerce has taught 
Esperanto in ~ts courses. 
III. 
RESULTS OF TEACHING. 
The Secretariat has received most interesting ~eports from 
various Ministries of Education with regard to the results 
obtained by teaching Esperanto in schools. An important 
memorandum has been supplied by the British Board of Edu-
cation, which replied to the questionnaire by sending two 
reports prepared especially and independently of one another 
by two school ins'Pectors of His Majesty's Government. 
On account of the difficulty in reproducing accurately the 
general tenour of the British memorandum and reports by 
means of extracts, these documents have been printed in full 
as an annex to this report and will repay c::ireful examination. 
(See Annex 3.) 
The reports that we have received from other mi.nistries of 
public education con:fi.rm and emphasise most of the remarks 
made in the documents mentioned above'. Several of these 
reports insist upon the great moral influence exercised on the 
children by correspondence with school-children of other coun-
tries and by the use of Esperanto, which develops their interest 
in foreign nations, ~heir taste for geography and history, and 
often even a spirit of international service and of human solida-
rity, regarding which remarkable examples have been commu-· 
nicated to us. Many teachers make use of the Esperanto 
1 The reply of the G-Overnment of LatYia to the Secretariat states : 
"By the study o£ Esperant<i, the pupils learn the construction of Indo-
Enropean languages. Befag a logical language, Esperanto pelps, eveu 
more than Latin, to develop logical thought. Two lessons per week 
for one term of six months are necessary to give the pupils a working 
knowledge of Esperanto and enable them to use itc It was observed 





lesson to make the children interested in the League of Nations 
and its great ideal of universal peace and co-operation. 
At the International Conference of Experts which met at the 
Secretariat, the reports of Scottish and Italian school authorities 
pointed out that the vast majority of poor children could not 
hope to study foreign languages and that it gave them pleasure 
and a feeling of pride to be able at least to write and to speak 
Esperanto, which gave them a wider outlook on the worlcl. 
In the elementary schools in Milan, the children were made to 
read anthologies of the fables and legends of different peoples. 
In ·Czechoslovakia, school-children exchanged drawings, 
stamps, descriptions and.-maps with children in other countries. 
They explained the spelling of their mother-tongue to each 
other., (For. the memorial from International Conference, see 
Annex 4.) 
The Oriental delegates pointed out that E~peranto provided 
the pupils in their countries with a simplified type of European 
language which gave them a key to understanding the others. 
A young Chinese could learn Esperanto in t\Yo years, while he 
needed six to learn English and still longer to learn Ffench. 
Students sent to the Franco"Chinese lnst~tnte at Lyons, 
knowing nothing but Esperanto, very quickly learnt French. 
In most cases it has been found acl vantageous to have Espe-
ranto taught in the last years of the elementary schools as a 
first foreign language ; pupils who are unable to continue their 
Ftudies are at least in possession of a second language · which 
may be of prnctica1 use to them. Those who are able io pass 
on to the secondary schools have had in its study an opportu-
nity of estimating their capacity for languages. Those who 
have a gift for languages can ga forward with their minds 
better prepared. Those who have not can give their time to 
other studies better suited to them. Time is gained in both 
cases. These are the conclusions arri\·ed at by the Technical 
International Conference of Educational Authorities. 
In regard to adults, the Ministerial Report;; received state 
that in Slav, Germanic and Latin countries,. the public couT:'eS 
in Esperainto generally consist of from 20 to 30 lessons ; in Far-
Eastern countries of from 50 to 60 .lessons. In Germany and 
in Spain, where there are many Trade Union courses, manual 
labourers, knowing only their mother-tongue, manage to speak 
Esperanto at the end of a wi~ter's course, working two evenings 
a week. Of course, everythrng depends on the keenness and 
intelligence of the pupil. Some Esiperantists make the mistake 
of exaggerating the easiness of the language. It may, however, 
be stated with perfect truth' that Esperanto is eight or ten times 
easier than any foreign language and that it is possible to learn 
to speak it perfectly without leadng one'~ own country. That 
in itself is a yery appreciable result. 
' 
IV. 
· • :r; 
PRACTICAL "SSE OF EsPERA~TO. 
According to the incomplete statistics which we have been 
able to compile about four million Esperanto text-books haye 
been sold thro~ghout the ,whole world, and . there must be 
nearly seven hundred thousand adults who have followed Espe-
ranto courses. If we include the people who_ learn Esperanto 
at school, this number must have increased 111 1922 by aboi:t 
one hundred thousand, and there is reason to suppose that this 
increase will be greatet every year. 
On the other hand, the war and the universally high deat~­
rate must have reduced by about half the ni:mber of Esperan-
tists who were ·in existence before 1914. It is therefore rather 
difficult to 1ix even an approximate figure for the Esperanto 
public. It is probable that out of one hundred persons who 
have learnt the lano-uage there are not half-a-dozen who are 
members of Esperanto propaganda societies. The total numb~r 
of foreigners who be.lono- to English or French clubs abroad is 
also not very great. In"' many towns this num~e~ is fa~ smaller 
than that of the Esperantists of the local soc1et~es w~1~h have 
often 150 to 200 active mell1:be:s. Only .enthusiasts 3om, :nd 
the national Esperanto associations only: mclude the ·propa,,an-
dists. 
T.he practical use of Esperanto is assist~ by the remarkable 
work of the "Universala Esperanto Asoc10", th~ branch~s ~~ 
whi\h are spread over :five parts of th.e world like a spider " 
web. This organisation has delegates 1ll a thousand to:vns of 
39 countries. Every year it publishes a year-book with au 
alpha-betical list of the towns and the addresses of the represen-
tatives there. The latter, who more or less act as Esperanto 




intermediaries i•n negotiations, meet travellers at the stations or 
act as guides in showii1g them round the district. 
For instance, the delegate of a small town received in a 
month 72 letters in Esperanto coming from 26 different coun-
tries. He rendered commercial assistance in 22 cases. He 
answered three requests for information in the case of tourists 
two e~_quiries as to hotels, four with regard to the cost of living~ 
tfi v: with regard to public or boarding schools, two with regard 
o ipterned persons who had disappeared, three on, questions of 
law, or votmg, .and seven on ~uestions of labour rund wages. 
He met 18 persons at the statron and showed 12 round the 
. tow~. f:- memb~r of. the U.E.A. can, his year-book in hand, 
obtam mformabon with regard to all countries o-et into touch 
with peop~e everywhere by correspondence or .'vh'en travelling. 
If he applies to 1fue. rei:iresentative ?f the U.E.A. in any town, 
t?e latter can yut him into touch with Espetantists in different 
circles, even if that language is not generally spoken in the 
town. Several cases haye been brought to our notice of lectm:-
~rs who have gone on tours lecturing in Esperanto, and who 
in many towns have collected audiences of from roo to 2,oao. 
It i? cle~r that if Esperanto were taught in all schools, those 
speakm~ it "·ould be understood everywhere by 1fue whole 
popu.lahon, _whereas at present only a very small part of the 
public uses it. It must be admitter, however that even under 
presept coi:iditions this lainguage can b~ of v~ry great service, 
thanks to its practical organisation and to the fact that it has 
spread to most countries of the world. I.n almost all towns of 
~he w?rld there ~re people who know Espera.nto. A metchant 
m a httle to\vn 111 Sweden, for instance receivino- a letter in 
Es~era~to from Brazil or Japan, 'is :;no_re' certa'fo1. ~ being able 
to ,,,et 1t t.ranslated on the spot than 'if it were wntten in Portu-
guese or 1n Japanese. 
A circular or a pamphlet printed in Esperanto can be circu-
l~~ed throughout the whole ';'Orld. at very slight expense, 
".Ithout th~ trouble of translating it into 20 or 30 languao-es 
and. o~ .findmg agents to distribute it. Almost all internatio~al 
exhibitron~ use Es.peranto .t.o advertise fo foreign countries 
and find 1t profitable to pnnt their prospectuses in that lan-guage. 
. To our ki:iowledge, this was done in the case of the Exhibi-
tion~ at Pans, Lyonsi Leipzig, Frankfurt, Bas'le, Padua, l,isbon 
~:atislaw, .Bordeaux, Breslau, Barcelona, Malmoe, Prague' 
\ ~enna, Reichenberg, . and Helsingfors. For these exhibitions: 
~:.peranto '\Vas used in correspondence; seven of them estab-
hshed an Esperanto section. 
In 1921, the I~ternational Labout Office made a small experi-











-work and orga·nisatiou an.d had them distributed by the .repre-
$entatives of the U.E.A. The rnsuj.,t was the app,carance i~ th.e 
daily newspap,ers 0£ 219 special articles oi: •t)1e Inte~.nahonal 
Lab.our Office in 21 djfjenmt Ja11guages, cuttmgs. 0£ which ':"ere 
collected by tb_e In.Jernational Labbur Offi~e. Smee il;iat time, 
t~ internat~onal Lab.our Office <inswers, m Esperanto, lette~s 
which reacli. it in that lai+guage. It has been en~ouraged m 
this practice by th.e adoption. of a recomme;1dahon brought 
forward at t):i,e Third 1nternational Labour Conference by 
M. Justin Godart, the frencl;i. delegate, aud }fr. Mats~oto, 
the Japanese Delegate. 'fhe Brazilian ~vernment publlsh;d 
i11- Esperanto the official documents about its cent:nary and its 
~xhibition. We have bad before us catalogues m Espera.nto 
from commei:cial )l.ouses of ·every i.-:ind and from every country. 
Esperanto has already attract~d the att~ntion ?f ,the C~ambers 
of Commerce, for those of Pans, BeauvaAis, Bez1er:s'. CaJais, Gre-
noble Le Creusot, Lyons, Limoges, Macon1 :i\Ioulms, Saumur, 
St-Qn.':ier, Le Treport, Tulle and Tarare (France), Lausanne and 
I.,ocarno (Switzerland), London, . Bath, Ba:nsley, .. Plymout,:i 
(Eno-land) Cracow (Poland), Clu) (Roumame.), Brunn, Bude-
jo,·i~e, H;adec Kralove, Olomouc and Reiche'1lberg (C~choslo­
vakia), Barcelona and Huesca (Spain), Dresden, Komgsbe.rg, 
Leipzi,,.rr, ~uremberg, Potsdam (Ge;many)'. Sofia (Bulgaria) , 
Budapest (Hungary), 'forino (Italy), Tokio ~nd Yokoh~ma 
(Japan), Los Angeles, New York .and Was?rngton (United 
States of America), Rio de Janeiro (Brnzil), the .French 
Chamber of Commerce. in London, the French Commilttee of 
the International Chamber of Commerce, the Brazilian Commer-
dal Association and the Congress of Australian Commercial Tra-
v~llers have taken steps to support Esperanto. There are spe-
cial associations for 1he spread of Esperanto in commerce in 
the Argentine, Australia, Austria, '.13elgium, France, G:ermany, 
Qi;eat Britain, Hun~ary, Japan, Un~ted St~tes of ;1\menca, ~or­
tuo-al Swed.en a·nd Switzerlai;td. An mternat~onal review, 
]{;m~rca Re-vuo, is published in Esperanto at Zurich. 
Guide-books of almost all the chief towns of the world, and · 
ilJustrated books on Touraine, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Algeria, 
the Oberland and ScotJa,nd, etc., have l?een publ,ished in Espe-
ranto by tourists or 1oc;al bodies. The impor,t.a.nt part P.layed by 
the Touring Club of Fr,ance jn introducing E&peranto into that 
country is well ,kno,wn. On October, 4~h, 1921, the 1<;:'.zecho-
,:lovak Touring Chili adopted iii: for its foreign propag:;tnda. 
The corresponding organisation in Finland has clone the same, 
and the raihvay administration of that country has used Espe-
ranto in its time-tables. In Czechoslovakia a circular issued 
by the management of the railways offers certain advantages 
in respect of wages to employees speaking this language. 
International organisations and ()ffices are \'ery specially 
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A special reYiew for the blind ~s plllblished in rnised braille 
type and would even appear to be the most widespread of all 
newspapers printed in this type, since it is mad in all coun· 
tries1 • 
M:Ost Esperanto periodicals publish advertisement pages 
which show that there exists a certa'in amount of commercial 
iut~course an,d exchange of transactions of all kinds carried on 
through this language, There ~s therefore a living community 
which mak.es a successful use of a l;)eutral international lan-
glli.lge in its work, its correspandeuce, a111d its travels. This 
result has ta.ken h.alf a century to produce. , 
LaJJgua,ge is a great fo;:ce1 and the League of Nations has 
every rea.son to watch with particular ip.terest the progress of 
the Esiperan..to movement, which, should it become more wide-
spread, may one day lead to great results from the point of 
view of the moral unity of the worlcl. ·. 
1 The number of blind persons in each nation is comparatively 
small, and publicati1>ns in this type are very bulky and expensive to 
proilnc1':. 'l'he blind in small count,ties have therefore little to l:ead 
and few '1J;le1Uls of lean11ng fo.reign 1languages. !Chey a,i:e ta.ug:ht Espe-
ranto ~n the Ho!'lliis ·for tfb.e BUtid in ~I.most ,all -countries end they 
pool tl;ieir resources in orper to so::cute the a~vant11ge of a common 
newspaper and liibrary in E!\I)eranto. They also correspond with differ-
ent countries and even h<>ld conferences iµ :Esperanto. -The Under-
Secretary-General of ·the League of Nations was -present at an 
international gathe~ing .pf the blind at Prague, and seve11a1 of them 
told .bii.m how happy they were to have a .fresh ,outlook opened to 
them by the use of Esperanto. 
